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In this day and age, traveling with hand luggage only is

becoming more and more attractive. Unless you have

been living under a rock, air travel around the world post

pandemic is in chaos, and lost luggage is becoming the

norm, rather than the exception. Personally, I know of at

least 3 friends who have lost their luggage in Europe

recently.

But guess what? There is an easy way to prevent it

happening to you!

Hand Luggage Only – Tips and

Tricks You Need to Know!
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Choosing to travel with hand luggage only looks scary at

�rst. Especially if you are like my partner, and like to bring

everything in the wardrobe, closet, bathroom cabinet and

kitchen pantry with you. But once you learn to be

minimalistic, and take a realistic look at what you actually

USE when on a trip away, you will quickly become

accustomed to packing light.
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Hand Luggage Only – The

Positives

Ok, so �rst let’s take a look at the positives of packing

light, and jetting o� with hand luggage only. There are

probably more, but here are the main reasons that I

choose to do it.

Travel is easier and quicker

How much time do you waste waiting for your bags in

airports? I can tell you that it is a lot! Go on some budget

airlines in South East Asia, and I can tell you that from

experience I have stood at the carousel for hours. And

that is no exaggeration. Once, the bags were all stuck

coming up the conveyor belt, but there was no one

around after the late night �ight into Bangkok to �x the

problem. Two hundred passengers could SEE their bags,

but not get to them.

https://thetravelauthor.com/things-you-need-for-southeast-asia/
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Take hand luggage only though, and you walk right by the

carousel and out the doors, smack into your holiday.

It’s not just at the airport though that things are easier.

Taxi’s, Tuk Tuks, even walking through hotel lobbies

becomes a LOT easier. Don’t even get me started on the

cobbled streets of Rome, either…

Hand Luggage only travel is

cheaper

How many times did you �nd a nice, cheap �ight, then

end up paying an arm and a leg once you added a

luggage allowance? All the time, I bet.

Moving around is easier in a Tuk Tuk with Hand Luggage

https://thetravelauthor.com/complete-guide-to-siem-reap/
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This is no longer an issue when you travel with hand

luggage only. Just be aware of the airline restrictions, and

make sure that you adhere to them. Then, it’s o� on your

cheaper than usual holiday!

No more lost luggage

This is a big issue right now. Everywhere around the

world �ights are being canceled, passengers moved

around, and �ights delayed. This all means that baggage

handlers are overworked, and luggage simply goes

missing. You end up in Jamaica, while your swim suits

have gone to Nepal. Great.

Not checking your bag is a great way to save money

Lost Luggage is a big issue
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Eliminate it all by �ying with hand luggage only. It’s pretty

hard for an airline to lose your luggage when it’s strapped

to your back. It can’t go missing when it’s in the overhead

compartment, two feet from you. Be smart, and keep

your belongings with you.

You can be more �exible with

plans

Traveling with hand luggage only means you have more

options. When we were in Cambodia recently, we had the

option to �y to our next destination, or save a LOT of

money traveling in a mini bus. The only issue was that the

mini bus only had a small luggage capacity.

We ended up saving all of that money because we were

able to be �exible.

Changing �ights is easy when you haven’t checked your

baggage. Sometimes, �ights will be overbooked, and they

will ask for volunteers to take a later �ight. Usually there

is a really great o�er involved. If you only have hand

luggage, you can be the �rst the throw your hand up.

It’s just smart traveling.

Hand luggage only will allow you to be more �exible
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Hand Luggage Only – The

Negatives

Like everything, there are negatives to traveling with

hand luggage only. Not THAT many, but there are some.

You can get past them all though, and I �rmly believe that

the positives out weigh the negatives anyway.

Your packing is limited

This is a no brainer really. If you can only take 7kg onto a

domestic �ight, then you will not be able to pack those 3

big jackets and 5 pairs of shoes. Although I am sure some

people would try.

Instead, you will have to pick and choose what you can

take. If you are going to be in a destination with varying

climates, then it will become even tougher. Find a way

around it though, and you will �nd it very bene�cial.

Recycling your clothes

Not REALLY recycling. But you WILL have to use the same

clothes over and over again. Now, this is not going to be

much of an issue if you are only going away for a few

You don’t need it all – seriously
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days. But then, you would probably take hand luggage

only in that case anyway.

But if you are on a serious vacation, or trip, then you are

going to have to wash those clothes a few times and wear

them again. You can utilize laundry services if they are

available, but either way, you will have to think ahead.

Make this a non issue by being versatile with your

packing. Pack clothes that you can mix and match, and if

traveling in cheap South East Asian countries, just buy

your clothes when you arrive there!

You have to abide by Airline

Restrictions

Traveling with hand luggage only is easy when you are

moving around by bus, train or car. It’s when you have to

get onto a �ight that things get tight.

I �ew to South East Asia recently with hand luggage only.

My bag was well under the capacity limit as I had packed

very lightly. That’s pretty easy in a part of the world that

has a perpetual summer.

Airline Restrictions can change
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The problem came 6 weeks later when I had to get on

another �ight, and realized I had shopped a bit too much.

Some creative packing skills had to come to the fore to

get me out of a jam.

So be aware of those �ight restrictions. If you buy a new

shirt, then you may have to leave an older one behind.

Remember that everything you add, also adds weight.

Packing Tips for Traveling

with Hand Luggage Only

Through most of my travels, I have gone with hand

luggage only. I hate hauling a big suitcase with me, and

enjoy having the �exibility of movement that just a back

pack gives me. When I really HAVE to carry something

bigger, it is usually a hybrid bag that is generally just a

back pack with wheels anyway.

Here are a few tips that I have gleaned on my travels, and

things that I know will make it easier for you as well.

Make a list – Then Cut it in Half

This is one of the most important tips that I have for

traveling with hand luggage only, but I still struggle with it

myself. It has saved me many times though.

Make a list of everything you want to bring. Then, go to

your closet and take it all out, as per the list, and lay it out

on your bed. Then, halve it! If you have 6 shirts, take 3. If

you have 4 pairs of shoes, you will only need 2.

Traveling light means just that, traveling light. Don’t take

all the extra stu� when you don’t need to. Which brings

to to another tip that is slightly related to this one.
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If you have extra room in your luggage, don’t just �ll it!

Don’t throw in that extra shirt JUST because there is

room. I have done this many times and end up carting

the extra clothing around the world, and when I get home

it is still folded at the bottom of my pack.

What was the point?

Invest in Packing Cubes

Using packing cubes had me dubious at �rst. But I

invested in them anyway, and now, I am never without

them. In fact, recently I traveled to Australia on a quick

trip, and couldn’t believe how much I missed them! I had

only taken a few items of clothing with me, but wow! I

noticed the di�erence.
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I have a set of 3 Eagle Creek cubes that I bought o�

Amazon. I will put a link to some below. I use them all the

time and roll all my clothes before packing them into the

cubes. They �t SO MUCH it is incredible, and save a heap

of space. This allows you to use smaller packs and get

just as much clothes into them, so they are a no brainer

when traveling with hand luggage only.

CHECK HERE FOR PRICE ON AMAZON

Also, check out my full review on my Eagle Creek Packing

Cubes at the link below.

EAGLE CREEK PACKING CUBES REVIEW

Get Some Portable Scales

I take my little scales everywhere with me. They are light

and I just toss them into the top of my pack when I am

done packing. What they save me in time and stress

makes the small investment worth it though.

Eagle Creek Packing Cubes

Luggage Scales will come in very handy

https://www.amazon.com/Eagle-Creek-Pack-Original-Starter/dp/B00F9S84AQ?ref_=ast_sto_dp&th=1&_encoding=UTF8&tag=thetravelauth-20&linkCode=ur2&linkId=08a1e6de85c4d262060943af1ef29e38&camp=1789&creative=9325%22%3Epacking%20cubes%3C/a%3E
https://thetravelauthor.com/eagle-creek-packing-cubes-review/
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I weigh everything when I travel. Especially before I go to

an airport. No one likes to be surprised with overweight

baggage, and paying the criminal fees that they charge

you at the check in counters. (I mean seriously, what’s up

with that anyway?)

Instead, have your luggage all weighed and know exactly

what you are in for before you leave home. Stick by the

hand luggage restrictions imposed by the airlines, and

you will never have an issue again.

CHECK HERE FOR PRICE ON AMAZON

Use a Backpack

This is a life changer when traveling with hand luggage

only. Ditch the old, small wheeled suitcase, and invest in

a good back pack. You will notice the di�erence.

There are a couple of great back packs on the market

that are speci�cally made to conform with airline sizing

restrictions. My favorite is the Osprey Farpoint. You can

�t so much into it that it almost seems unfair. It is also

very easy to carry around with you, is comfortable, and

surprisingly light and versatile.

A backpack will make traveling easier

https://www.amazon.com/SHANJE-Luggage-Precision-Digital-Hanging/dp/B07H8HQR28/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?crid=OMM593DODZU5&keywords=portable+travel+scales&qid=1657784695&sprefix=portable+travel+scal%252Caps%252C393&sr=8-1-spons&psc=1&spLa=ZW5jcnlwdGVkUXVhbGlmaWVyPUEySDdDQ0k4SkxFS05KJmVuY3J5cHRlZElkPUEwMzE1ODQzMlhOUEczTVlaRjYzTSZlbmNyeXB0ZWRBZElkPUEwMzQyMDkwMVlQNUZGUEEwQkxZWCZ3aWRnZXROYW1lPXNwX2F0ZiZhY3Rpb249Y2xpY2tSZWRpcmVjdCZkb05vdExvZ0NsaWNrPXRydWU=&_encoding=UTF8&tag=thetravelauth-20&linkCode=ur2&linkId=070090823c2635cf9eb15364c6fbae56&camp=1789&creative=9325%22%3Escales%3C/a%3E
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You will notice the di�erence between having a backpack

and a small suitcase. You can �t so much more into a

backpack and still be under the weight limit. They �t

easier into overhead compartments, and usually have

special laptop sleeves and spaces to keep your

electronics separated from your clothing.

For me, it’s an easy decision.

CHECK HERE FOR PRICE ON AMAZON

Be Smart with Clothing

This sort of goes along with the �rst point about not

packing too much. But there are a couple of other tips I

want to mention here.

Pack clothing that you can mix and match. Choose out�ts

that are versatile. I know a few people that I follow on

Instagram, and I was genuinely shocked when I found

that they only pack about 4 di�erent out�ts when they

travel. In their photos, they always looked di�erent.

The secret came in the versatility. They could interchange

tops and wear with di�erent shorts or skirts. Every time

they went out, they looked di�erent. It was so smart that

I do it myself now. Every time I pack.

The other idea is to look at your destination, and decide if

you can shop when you arrive. If you are heading to Bali,

or Bangkok, then it means that you can travel VERY

cheaply. Simply buy a few 2 dollar shirts when you arrive.

You don’t even have to bring them home again!

Put your Entertainment Online

https://www.amazon.com/Osprey-Farpoint-Travel-Backpack-Jasper/dp/B014EBKJB0/ref=sr_1_1?crid=1HLVN1SEBKO7Z&keywords=osprey+farpoint+40&qid=1657784767&sprefix=osprey+farpoint%252Caps%252C320&sr=8-1&_encoding=UTF8&tag=thetravelauth-20&linkCode=ur2&linkId=8444e244d449b551ff607ededc7605be&camp=1789&creative=9325%22%3Efarpoint%3C/a%3E
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I am a big exponent of this one, and even did it before I

turned to traveling with hand luggage only.

Being a big reader, I used to carry a book with me

everywhere I went. Now, it is simply a Kindle. I have a

couple hundred books on there, and the biggest issue I

have is choosing what I want to read.

CLICK HERE FOR PRICE ON AMAZON

On �ights, I like to watch movies or tv shows to pass the

time. Unfortunately, on budget �ights or domestic �ights,

most of them will not have any in �ight entertainment,

other than watching other passengers being unpleasant

human beings.

Therefore, I put all my movies and tv shows onto a USB.

This simple plugs into the bottom of my phone via an

adapter that I purchased online. I now have no issues on

�ights and watch movies while everyone around me

looks on with jealous eyes. You can also do this with

Net�ix, by downloading shows to watch in the app when

you are o�ine.

Click one of the buttons below to check out the adapters

on Amazon.

A Kindle is light and easy to pack

https://www.amazon.com/Kindle-Paperwhite-Essentials-Bundle-including/dp/B09FBXR5Q8/ref=sr_1_4?crid=3V93KX52A13HH&keywords=kindle&qid=1657785226&rnid=172282&s=electronics&sprefix=kindle%252Caps%252C320&sr=1-4&_encoding=UTF8&tag=thetravelauth-20&linkCode=ur2&linkId=c732f42b12c10397ef507dcc5e8521e4&camp=1789&creative=9325%22%3Ekindle%3C/a%3E
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TYPE C USB ADAPTER

LIGHTNING USB ADAPTER

Cut down on Shoes

This is one for the ladies, at the risk of being sexist. But

then, maybe for the men too.

If you are heading to a sunny beach in Jamaica, how

many shoes do you really need anyway? I take a pair of

�ip �ops everywhere I travel, and a good comfortable

pair of walking shoes. Beyond that, MAYBE I will take a

good pair of Converse as well, just in case I have a night

out.

But I think even that is overkill. Pack versatile shoes. If

you can use the same shoes for walking, exploring, AND a

night out, then that is a sure �re winner.

Wear Heavy Items on the Plane

This goes along with the previous tip. Pick your heaviest

shoes, and wear them on the plane. When I travel with

Leave the extra shoes at home

https://www.amazon.com/Syntech-Adapter-Thunderbolt-Compatible-MacBook/dp/B07CVX3516/ref=sr_1_3?crid=B24DDF74PTT9&keywords=usb+to+c+adapter&qid=1657785373&sprefix=usb+to+c+adapt%252Caps%252C422&sr=8-3&_encoding=UTF8&tag=thetravelauth-20&linkCode=ur2&linkId=af82bf878c80c9663b8a07ad2af30e23&camp=1789&creative=9325%22%3Etype%20c%20adapter%3C/a%3E
https://www.amazon.com/Certified-Lightning-Portable-iPhone13-Keyboard/dp/B09NND4R8N/ref=sr_1_11?crid=1D9MHZP31C4QC&keywords=usb+to+lightning&qid=1657785499&sprefix=usb+to+lightni%252Caps%252C319&sr=8-11&_encoding=UTF8&tag=thetravelauth-20&linkCode=ur2&linkId=de206401b8ee09ee4763d2fbcfae479c&camp=1789&creative=9325%22%3Elightning%20adapter%3C/a%3E
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hand luggage only, I ALWAYS wear my shoes onto the

plane.

I also wear, or carry, my heaviest jacket, jeans and

longest shirt. If you can wear a couple of shirts, say, a

long sleeve with a t shirt over the top, or some variation,

then do it. The more you wear, the less is in your luggage,

and the more likely you are to be well under that weight

restriction.

Act like your Hand Luggage is

Light

ALWAYS act like your hand luggage is as light as a feather.

I always toss my bag onto my shoulder like it weighs

nothing, and saunter o� through the airport like I’m

walking on air. No one can tell that my shoulder is

screaming in pain, and my dodgy knee nearly just

collapsed.

If they did, then someone is bound to stop me and ask to

weigh my bag. I don’t want that, even if I have already

weighed it myself a dozen times before I came to the

airport. Who needs that stress?

This is especially important if you are �ying close to the

weight limit. All it takes is a set of scales slightly o�

calibration, and suddenly your hand luggage only �ight

just turned into an expensive checked bag �ight. Don’t

take the risk, and DON’T draw attention to yourself.

Be Prepared at Check in and

Security

This is another place that you really don’t want to draw

attention to yourself. For more reasons than one, but
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really, you don’t need someone from the airline ratting

around in your luggage.

When you are standing at check in, leave your bag by

your feet, out of sight. Or simply leave it hanging on your

shoulder and don’t draw attention to it. They might ask to

weigh it, but usually only if they SEE it.

When you get to security, be the dream traveler. Have

your laptop out and ready. Get your electronics

separated and be aware of the local laws. For example, in

Thailand they need your power bank separated from

your luggage, just like your laptop. Be aware of that and

ready for it.

Take o� your belt (actually, I never wear a belt. It’s just

another thing to slow me down at security) your phone,

wallet and keys. Have them all ready and whisk through

security without anyone giving you a second glance as

they are already worried about the slow passenger

behind you that WASN’T prepared, is slowing up the line,

and about to cop the rubber glove search as a result.

Summary

Be prepared at Security
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Flying and traveling with hand luggage only is a dream

compared to hauling around large suitcases everywhere.

Try it out yourself on your next trip.

I hope these tips help you out. They are sure �re winners

for me when I am on the move around the world. Drop

me a comment below to let me know what you think, or

to let me know any tips YOU might have.
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